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We investigate the unification constraints in the minimal sypersymmetric grand unified theories
based on SU(5) gauge symmetry. The most general constraints on the spectrum of minimal super-
symmetric SU(5) and flipped SU(5) are shown. The upper bound on the mass of the colored Higgs
mediating proton decay is discussed in detail in the context of the minimal supersymmetric SU(5).
In the case of the minimal SUSY SU(5) we show that if we stick to the strongest bound on the
colored triplet mass coming from dimension five proton decay contributions there is no hope to test
this model at future nucleon decay experiments through the dimension six operators. We find a lower
bound on the partial proton decay lifetime for all relevant channels in the context of flipped SUSY
SU(5). We conclude that flipped SUSY SU(5) might be in trouble if proton decay is found at the
next generation of experiments with a lifetime below 1037 years.
I. INTRODUCTION
The smallest special unitary group that allows embedding of the Standard Model (SM) is SU(5) [1]. On
account of its unique symmetry breaking pattern SU(5) represents a fundamental framework to test the idea
of grand unification. It is thus necessary to have clear understanding of its generic predictions and testable
consequences.
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The most dramatic prediction of grand unified theories by far is the decay of the proton [2, 3, 4]. This
generic feature has accordingly been a prime target of numerous experimental searches but a positive signal
has not yet been observed. Nevertheless, existing experimental limits on the proton decay lifetime have
already placed rather severe bounds on simple models of grand unification. This is especially applicable
to the minimal models based on SU(5) which will be our preferred framework of interest. We will in
particular focus on the current status of these models—in their supersymmetric form—with respect to the
latest experimental results on proton decay.
As is well-known non-supersymmetric grand unified theories, in particular the simplest realizations of
the ordinary SU(5), were considered for a long time to be ruled out by proton decay. However, it was
shown recently that there still exists viable parameter space in minimal realistic models that is yet to be
excluded [5, 6]. Also, it has turned out that proton decay might be absent altogether in a class of models
based on flipped SU(5) [7]. Both results draw from a recent study that focused on all relevant contributions
to proton decay in non-supersymmetric GUTs [8].
The situation with the status of the minimal supersymmetric SU(5) [9] grand unified theory is more
involved. This is primarily due to the fact that supersymmetry generates a large number of model dependent
proton decay contributions in addition to the non-supersymmetric ones making general analysis intricate.
In the context of flipped SUSY SU(5) the dimension six gauge contributions for proton decay are the most
important. Therefore, there is no problem to satisfy the current experimental bound on the proton lifetime.
In this work we study the unification constraints in the context of minimal supersymmetric models based
on SU(5) and the corresponding implications for proton decay. To be as broad as possible we will look
at both types of minimal supersymmetric matter unification under SU(5)—the ordinary and flipped one.
In minimal supersymmetric SU(5) we investigate the case when the fields in the adjoint representation Σ3
(triplet of SU(2)) and Σ8 (octet of SU(3)) are not degenerated. In flipped SUSY SU(5) we study the most
general unification constraints. The constraints coming from proton decay are discussed in both models.
We find a lower bound on the proton decay lifetime in flipped SUSY SU(5) and conclude that it will be
very difficult to test both models, minimal SUSY SU(5) and flipped SUSY SU(5), at future proton decay
experiments through the dimension six operators.
Our work is organized as follows: in Section 1 we show the most general unification constraints in
minimal supersymmetric SU(5) and their implications for proton decay predictions. In Section 2 we present
the relevant predictions in the framework of the minimal supersymmetric version of flipped SU(5). Finally,
we summarize our results in Section III.
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II. MINIMAL SUSY SU(5): UNIFICATION VERSUS NUCLEON DECAY
Minimal SUSY SU(5) [9] unifies one generation of matter of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model (MSSM) in two superfields ˆ¯5 = (dˆC , Lˆ) and 1ˆ0 = (uˆC , Qˆ, eˆC), while its Higgs sector comprises
5ˆH = (Tˆ , Hˆ),
ˆ¯
5H = (
ˆ¯T, ˆ¯H), and 2ˆ4H. In our notation the SM decomposition of the adjoint Higgs
superfield reads 2ˆ4 = (Σˆ8, Σˆ3, Σˆ(3,2), Σˆ(3¯,2), Σˆ24) = (8,1, 0) + (1,3, 0) + (3,2,−5/6) + (3,2, 5/6) +
(1,1, 0). In addition, it needs to accommodate at least two SU(5) singlet superfields in order to generate
observed neutrino masses or use the bilinear R-parity violating interactions.
It has been claimed that this theory, in its renormalizable form and with low-energy SUSY, was ex-
cluded on the proton decay grounds [10]. For previous studies see [11, 12, 13]. More precisely, it has
been shown [10] that in order to satisfy the experimentally established lower bound on proton lifetime the
mass MT of the triplet fields Tˆ and ˆ¯T had to be greater than the upper bound on MT that was extracted
from requirement to have successful gauge coupling unification. However, it is well-known that the min-
imal renormalizable SUSY SU(5) is not realistic since it is not possible to establish phenomenologically
consistent fermion masses and mixings within its framework. So, the above claim seems redundant to say
the least. In fact, any study that aims to rule out any given GUT on the proton decay grounds should be
undertaken within a realistic scenario for fermion masses and mixings. We will adhere to this principle in
our study.
In order to keep SUSY SU(5) minimal but realistic with respect to the quark and lepton mass spectrum
it is sufficient to take into account nonrenormalizable operators in the Yukawa sector [14]. These operators
modify the bad relation YD = Y TE in a way that renders theory realistic. As usual, YD (YE) is the down
quark (charged lepton) Yukawa matrix. Once these operators are present the couplings of the triplet Higgs
to matter are also modified. In fact, one can even set to zero all the couplings of the triplets to matter [15].
This in turn practically removes any phenomenological bound on the triplet mass. It is thus clear that it
is rather difficult to rule out the entire parameter space of the minimal SUSY SU(5). This issue has been
studied in detail in reference [16, 17], while the impact of the higher-dimensional operators on proton decay
has been studied in [17, 18, 19, 20, 21].
If the higher-dimensional operators are allowed in the Yukawa sector one should for consistency also
consider other possible nonrenormalizable operator contributions and investigate their impact on the viabil-
ity of the theory. We refer to two additional types of operators in particular. The first type modifies the mass
spectrum of the Higgs fields responsible for the GUT symmetry breaking with respect to the renormalizable
case [17]. The second type affects boundary conditions for the gauge coupling unification through modifi-
cation of the gauge kinetic terms [22]. It is our intention to investigate in detail influence of the first type
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of operators on the predictions of the theory. As we will show, these modifications alone are sufficient to
make theory realistic with respect to the proton decay constraints. This relaxes the need to fine-tune relevant
Yukawa couplings to simultaneously recreate observed masses and mixings and suppress couplings of the
triplet to matter. Preliminary study of their impact has already been presented in Ref. [17]. Our analysis
will not only be more detailed but will also reflect recent improvements in our knowledge of low-energy
data as given in Ref. [23]. In addition, we will investigate consequences of particular realizations of the
SUSY spectrum on the proton decay predictions. It should finally be mentioned that even the second type
of operators is self sufficient in rendering theory realistic with respect to proton decay bounds [4].
A. Unification constraints: octet-triplet splitting
The mass splitting between octet (Σ8) and triplet (Σ3) of adjoint Higgs superfield as the simplest way to
satisfy conservative experimental bound on MT within the minimal SUSY SU(5) framework has first been
suggested in Ref. [17]. The idea is based on the fact that MT scales as (MΣ3/MΣ8)5/2 if successful gauge
coupling unification at the one-loop level is imposed. Hence, sufficiently strong Σ8-Σ3 mass splitting could
lead to MT being heavy enough to avoid even the most conservative constraints coming from experimental
results on partial proton decay lifetimes. However, this approach cannot be implemented in renormalizable
theory where MΣ8 = MΣ3 . To break this degeneracy one needs to consider presence of nonrenormaliz-
able contributions which are anyhow necessary in order to accommodate observed masses of quarks and
leptons [14].
To outline how this idea works let us consider the superpotential up to the first order in 〈Σ〉/Λ. It reads
WΣ = mTrΣˆ
2 + λTrΣˆ3 +
a
Λ
(
TrΣˆ2
)2
+
b
Λ
TrΣˆ4 , (1)
where 〈Σ〉 is a vacuum expectation value (VEV) of the order of the GUT scale (MGUT) while Λ can be
identified with the scale of gravity (MPlanck). If only the first two terms are taken into consideration one
obtains MΣ3 = MΣ8 if 〈Σ〉 points in the SM direction. This hinders the possibility of increasing MT to
arbitrarily high scale since, as we said before, MT depends on MΣ3 and MΣ8 only through their ratio. If,
on the other hand, one considers a more general scenario—when all the terms in Eq. (1) are taken into
account—it is possible to have very wide range of values for the ratio in question. For example, if one
neglects for simplicity the term proportional to λ in Eq. (1) one obtains MΣ3 = 4MΣ8 [17]. That is more
than sufficient to bring even the most conservative predictions of the minimal SUSY SU(5) in agreement
with experimental findings as we show later.
To explicitly show how Σ3-Σ8 mass splitting enters into prediction for MT we must resort to renormal-
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ization group equations for the SM gauge couplings. At the one-loop level, they are given by:
α−11 (MZ) = α
−1
GUT +
1
2pi
(
41
10
ln
MGUT
MZ
+
21
10
ln
MGUT
Mq˜
+
2
5
ln
MGUT
MG˜
− 10 ln MGUT
MV
+
2
5
ln
MGUT
MT
)
,
α−12 (MZ) = α
−1
GUT +
1
2pi
(
−19
6
ln
MGUT
MZ
+
13
6
ln
MGUT
Mq˜
+ 2 ln
MGUT
MG˜
− 6 lnMGUT
MV
+ 2 ln
MGUT
MΣ3
)
,
α−13 (MZ) = α
−1
GUT +
+
1
2pi
(
−7 lnMGUT
MZ
+ 2 ln
MGUT
Mq˜
+ 2 ln
MGUT
MG˜
− 4 ln MGUT
MV
+ ln
MGUT
MT
+ 3 ln
MGUT
MΣ8
)
.
(2)
Here, for simplicity we assume the same mass Mq˜ for all MSSM scalars, i.e., sfermions and the extra Higgs
doublet, and the same mass MG˜ for Higgsinos and gauginos. We comment on a more general scenario
that accommodates the splitting between the relevant gaugino masses later on. As usual, MV is the mass
of superheavy gauge bosons while MGUT represents the scale where gauge couplings unify. We assume
MV = MGUT in what follows which is especially justified in the two-loop analysis which we also present
towards the end of this section.
It is easy to solve for MT in terms of all other mass scales that appear in Eq. (2). If we eliminate αGUT
we end up with two equations. They read
MT =
(
MΣ3
MΣ8
)5/2
(M4
G˜
Mq˜MZ)
1/6 exp
[
−5
6
pi
(
α−11 (MZ)− 3α−12 (MZ) + 2α−13 (MZ)
)]
, (3)
MΣ3
MΣ8
=
M
22/3
Z
M2Σ8M
4/3
G˜
M4V
exp
[pi
3
(
5α−11 (MZ)− 3α−12 (MZ)− 2α−13 (MZ)
)]
. (4)
Of course, MT and MV are then related through
MT =
M
1/6
q˜ M
37/2
Z
M5Σ8 M
8/3
G˜
M10V
exp
[
10pi
3
(
α−11 (MZ)− α−13 (MZ)
)]
. (5)
Clearly, MT scales as (MΣ3/MΣ8)5/2 [17]. Thus, the larger the MΣ3/MΣ8 ratio is the larger MT becomes
as we initially suggested. If this ratio is set to one then Eq. (3) simplifies and MT can consequently be
easily constrained by low energy input and assumptions with regard to the SUSY spectrum [24]. This in
turn implies that the triplet mass is too light to satisfy experimental constraints [10] from proton decay if
one neglects the higher dimensional operators and the quark and lepton mixings. In this case we get the
strongest bound on the colored triplet mass. So, how much should the ratio depart from one if we want MT
to be above the most conservative experimental bound?
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To answer that we first update the result of Ref. [10] according to which the current bound on the partial
proton lifetime—τ(p → K+ν¯) > 2.3 × 1033 years—implies the following bound on the triplet mass:
MT > 1.4× 1017 GeV. Using this conservative constraint, MG˜ =Mq˜ =MZ , and MV =MGUT we obtain
from Eq. (3) the one-loop result
MΣ3 > 2.0MΣ8 . (6)
So, if one allows for the presence of nonrenormalizable contributions in the superpotential one can certainly
make minimal SUSY SU(5) [17] realistic as long as Eq. (6) holds without the need to suppress couplings
of the triplet to the matter. In fact, since there are two relevant equations, we obtain an additional constrain.
Namely, Eq. (5) simultaneously implies MΣ8 < 3.0 × 1013 GeV in order that MGUT ≥MT .
Let us now study unification constraints on the spectrum of the minimal realistic SUSY SU(5) in detail.
Using Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) we can plot the parameter space allowed by unification in the MΣ3-MΣ8 plane for
fixed values of MT and MV = MGUT . The whole parameter space is shown in Fig. 1 assuming different
values of MG˜ and Mq˜. The allowed region in the context of the minimal SUSY SU(5) as shown in Fig. 1
is the region bounded from above by MT ≤ MV = MGUT, from the left by MV = MGUT < MPlanck
and from the right by MΣ8 ≤ MV = MGUT. The constraint MΣ3 ≤ MV = MGUT does not play any
role due to the other exclusion limits. In Fig. 1a we show the possibility to achieve unification for the case
MG˜ = 200GeV and Mq˜ = 1TeV, while in Fig. 1b the corresponding parameter space for the so-called
“Split SUSY” scenario [25] is shown. To implement relevant experimental bounds on the masses of SUSY
particles we use Ref. [23]. Clearly, the allowed region for MΣ3 > MΣ8 in Fig. 1b has been considerably
reduced with respect to Fig. 1a. In all those plots we observe the well known fact that the contributions of
the fermionic superpartners are very important for unification, while the contributions of the extra scalars
are not relevant at one loop. In order to appreciate this effect notice the differences between Fig. 1a and
Fig. 1c where the gaugino mass changes from 200GeV to 1TeV and the unification scale for MΣ3 = MΣ8
is always above 1017 GeV in the latter. In all scenarios shown in Fig. 1 unification scale can be naturally at
the string scale [26].
We recall that the triplets could be light once their couplings to matter are suppressed [15]. To stress
that point we show the possibility to achieve unification in this case in Fig. 2. It is generated with the same
values of input parameters as Fig. 1a but this time we include the region where both T and Tˆ are very
light. That region could be probed at future colliders, particularly at the LHC. For relevant signals at future
colliders see reference [27] .
Now, let us study the unification constraints at two-loop level. At the two-loop level, MT picks up
dependence on the absolute mass scale of Σ8(3). This means that if one considers MΣ3 = MΣ8 case and
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FIG. 1: Parameter space for the gauge coupling unification in the MΣ3 -MΣ8 plane for different values of Mq˜ and
MG˜ in the DR scheme. Lines of constant MT and MV = MGUT are shown. The light shaded area is excluded
by the constraint MT ≤ MV while the dark shaded area is excluded by either MΣ3 ≤ MV = MGUT or MΣ8 ≤
MV = MGUT . As input parameters we take αs(MZ)MS = 0.1176, sin
2 θW (MZ)MS = 0.2312 and α(MZ)MS =
1/127.906.
allows MΣ8(= MΣ3) to be below MT one can establish an upper bound on MT only after one imposes a
condition that MGUT is below some natural cutoff. For example, if we take that cutoff to be MPlanck, the
correct bound for tan β = 4, MG˜ = 1TeV and Mq˜ = 1TeV reads M
0
T < 1.2 × 1016 GeV. Here, M0T
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FIG. 2: The whole parameter space for gauge coupling unification for light MT scenario in the MΣ3-MΣ8 plane.
Input parameters are the same as in Fig. 1a.
represents the mass of the triplet for the case when MΣ3 =MΣ8 . In fact, we find
5.13+5.07−2.63 × 1015 GeV ≤M0T ≤ 1.2+1.18−0.61 × 1016 GeV, (7)
in order for successful unification to take place. This range of values for M0T is obtained by allowing for
arbitrary absolute mass scale of degenerate Σ3 and Σ8 fields. For the values quoted in Eq. (7) this scale
varies between 7.3 × 1010 GeV for the upper bound and 1.5 × 1016 GeV for the lower bound, respectively.
Obviously, the constraint on M0T is rather tight. Quoted uncertainties in Eq. (7) reflect 1σ uncertainty in
αs(MZ)MS = 0.1176 ± 0.0020 as given in [23]. We stress again that the upper bound is cutoff dependent.
If we depart from the MΣ3 =MΣ8 assumption then the upper limit on MT basically corresponds to the
cutoff of the theory. We opt to present the two-loop analysis in Fig. 3 as a contour plot of the masses of
Σ8 and Higgs triplet fields in the MGUT -MΣ3/MΣ8 plane. In order to generate it we use values for gauge
couplings at MZ taken from Ref. [23]. In addition, we take into account CKM mixing parameters as given
in Ref. [23] and include the effect of all three families. We consider only the tan β = 4 case. In our analysis
the exact numerical solutions is generated for sufficient number of points to have smooth interpolation.
Some comments are in order with respect to Fig. 3. Vertical errors on the points that give MT =
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1.4× 1017 GeV line correspond to the case when αs(MZ)MS is varied within 1σ while MGUT and MT are
kept fixed. In other words, what is varied there are the ratio MΣ3/MΣ8 and MΣ8 . Horizontal errors on one
of the points on the MT = 1.4 × 1017 GeV line also correspond to the 1σ variation in αs(MZ)MS . This
time MΣ8 and MGUT are varied with MΣ3/MΣ8 and MT held fixed. Both types of error bars are given
to demonstrate the impact of the least experimentally known input parameter. The dependence on tan β is
practically negligible.
The only other major dependence of MT is on the exact spectrum of the SUSY particles here encoded
in parameters MG˜ and Mq˜ for simplicity. This dependence can be treated in a satisfactory manner only if
and when this spectrum is experimentally establish and/or better constrained. In any case, if we assume
MG˜ =Mq˜ = 500GeV instead of MG˜ =Mq˜ = 1TeV then MT = 1.4×1017 GeV line in Fig. 3 is given by
the thick line. As one can see, the “overall” change in the SUSY scale within the region that can be directly
probed in experiments is still less significant than the uncertainty in αs.
There is however one important point that regards exact SUSY spectrum that we need to address.
Namely, it is well known that the GUT scale unification of gaugino masses implies thatM1/α1 =M2/α2 =
M3/α3 at any given scale up to small corrections. Here M1, M2 and M3 are the Bino, Wino and gluino
masses, respectively. We can thus infer that at low-scale gaugino unification predicts M3/M2 ≃ 3.5. This,
on the other hand, is obviously in conflict with our assumption of gaugino degeneracy. It is a simple exercise
to show that, at the one-loop level, MT scales as (M2/M3)5/3. So, MT dependence on the ratio of relevant
gaugino masses is less severe than on the MΣ3-MΣ8 mass splitting. In other words, we have captured the
dominant effect that controls predictions for MT within the minimal framework. But, if one assumes that
this pattern of gaugino masses is indeed the correct one it is easy to apply it to our analysis. For example,
the limits that are quoted in Eq. (7) should be divided by 8. Only then our results could be compared with
the existing results in the literature such as the one in Ref. [10].
Fig. 3 covers the parameter space of the minimal SUSY SU(5) in both renormalizable and nonrenor-
malizable case and it extends only to MGUT < 2 × 1018 GeV. We show the explicit dependence of MT on
all relevant parameters, including MGUT and absolute scale of MΣ8 . Gray box in Fig. 3 marks a point at
which MΣ3 =MT =MGUT , while empty box represents a point where MΣ3 =MΣ8 =MGUT . Note that
the error bars at the latter point correspond to the 1σ variation of αs as shown on the left side of Eq. (7).
The error bars are much smaller there with respect to error bars elsewhere since only M0T is allowed to vary
to generate successful unification.
Last point we want to discuss is the fact that more recent lattice QCD evaluations [28, 29, 30] of the
proton decay matrix element consistently imply a value that is larger than the value (αH = 0.003GeV3)
used to derive the limitMT > 1.4×1017 GeV. Ref. [10] offers alternative, even more stringent experimental
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FIG. 3: Parameter space for successful gauge coupling unification at the two-loop level in the MGUT -MΣ3/MΣ8
plane. Lines of constant MT and MΣ8 are shown. The dashed line corresponds to MT = MGUT . Points (boxes) are
exact numerical solutions for central value of input parameters while lines represent appropriate linear interpolation.
Input parameters are specified in detail in the text as well as the origin of shown error bars.
limit on MT , based on the value αH = 0.014GeV3 [28]. When we update it to incorporate the latest
experimental bound on the partial proton lifetime it reads MT > 3.7 × 1017 GeV. One can see from Fig. 3
that even this limit can be satisfied withMΣ3/MΣ8 ≥ 4. As far as the correctness of the Eq. (6) is concerned,
at the two-loop level, for the central values of our set of input parameters, it should read
MΣ3 > 2.6MΣ8 , (8)
in order to have MT > 1.4× 1017 GeV.
B. d = 6 proton decay in SUSY SU(5)
Let us investigate the predictions for proton decay. Since the d = 6 contributions are the least model
dependent we focus on them. Assuming YU = Y TU [31] the decay rates due to the presence of the superheavy
gauge bosons are:
Γ(p→ pi+ν¯) = pi mp α
2
GUT
2 f2pi M
4
GUT
A2L |αH |2 (1 + D + F )2 |V 11CKM |2 , (9)
Γ(p→ K+ν¯) = pi α
2
GUT
2 f2pi M
4
GUT
(m2p −m2K)2
m3p
A2L |αH |2
[
A21 |V 11CKM |2 + A22 |V 12CKM |2
]2
, (10)
10
where
A1 =
2
3
mp
mB
D ,
A2 = 1 +
1
3
mp
mB
(D + 3F ) . (11)
In the above equations mB is the average baryon mass. D, F and αH are the parameters of the chiral
Lagrangian, while AL takes into account the renormalization effects. See reference [4] for details.
Let us study the impact of the unification constraints studied before on the proton lifetime. We have
noticed that in all scenarios showed in Fig. 1 the unification scale is always MGUT >∼ 1016 GeV, therefore
we can set a lower bound on the partial proton lifetimes:
τ(p→ pi+ν¯) >∼ 8× 1035 years , (12)
τ(p→ K+ν¯) >∼ 7.6× 1037 years . (13)
Here we have used αH = 0.015 GeV3 [29, 30]. Notice that those lower bounds are very conservative, and
valid for a minimal realistic supersymmetric SU(5) with YU = Y TU . The values above tell us that if we
want to test the predictions coming from d = 6 operators in minimal supersymmetric SU(5) in the next
generation of proton decay experiments the lower bounds have to be improved by at least four orders of
magnitude. For new proposals of proton decay experiments see Ref. [32].
Now, let us discuss the correlation between the unification constraints, and the predictions for nucleon
decay coming from the d = 5 and d = 6 contributions. We have argued that in the realistic SUSY SU(5)
there is no a well-defined lower bound on MT . However, if we stick to the strongest bound on MT , MT >
1017 GeV, coming from d = 5 proton decay we can conclude that in this case the mass of the superheavy
gauge bosons is always, MV > 1017 GeV and the partial proton decay lifetimes read τ(p → pi+ν¯) >∼
8 × 1039 years, and τ(p → K+ν¯) >∼ 7.6 × 1041 years. In this case there is no hope to test the minimal
supersymmetric SU(5) at future proton decay experiments.
III. MINIMAL SUSY FLIPPED SU(5): UNIFICATION VERSUS NUCLEON DECAY
There exists another possibility to use SU(5) to partially unify the SM matter fields. In that approach
the electric charge which is a generator of the conventional SU(5) is taken to be a linear combination of
generators operating in both SU(5) and an extra U(1). This approach leads to a so-called flipped SU(5) [33,
34, 35, 36]. The matter unifies but its embedding in SU(5) differs with respect to the ordinary SU(5)
assignment; it can be obtained by the following flip: dC ↔ uC , eC ↔ νC , u ↔ d and ν ↔ e. Since
the matter unification differs from what one has in ordinary SU(5), the proton decay predictions are also
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different [34]. In what follows we will investigate unification constraints on the mass spectrum of the
minimal flipped SU(5) and corresponding implications for proton decay signatures. For recent studies in
this context see reference [10, 37]. However, in those previous studies the authors did not studied in detail
the possibility to test this model at future proton decay experiments.
Unlike ordinary SU(5) the minimal flipped SU(5) does not require adjoint Higgs but 10 and 10 of
Higgs to break down to the SM. These two representations economically implement the so-called “missing
partner mechanism” that efficiently suppresses d = 5 proton decay operators [36]. Due to that the dominant
contribution to proton decay amplitudes comes from the gauge boson exchange. Hence, the only relevant
scale for proton decay is set by their mass MV ′ .
In order to constrain MV ′ we use gauge coupling unification. Since only SU(2) and SU(3) are fully
embedded in SU(5) we accordingly require unification of α2 and α3 only. The relevant equations are
α−12 (MZ) = α
−1
GUT +
1
2pi
(
−19
6
ln
MGUT
MZ
+
13
6
ln
MGUT
Mq˜
+ 2 ln
MGUT
MG˜
− 6 ln MGUT
MV ′
)
,
α−13 (MZ) = α
−1
GUT +
+
1
2pi
(
−7 lnMGUT
MZ
+ 2 ln
MGUT
Mq˜
+ 2 ln
MGUT
MG˜
− 4 lnMGUT
MV ′
+ 2 ln
MGUT
MT ′
)
,
(14)
where MT ′ is a common mass for the triplet Higgs fields. The number of triplets in flipped SU(5) is twice
the number of triplets in ordinary SU(5). That is the reason why our Eqs. (14) defer from what has been
presented in Ref. [10]. In any case, the solution to these equations is
MT ′ =
M
23/12
Z M
1/12
q˜
MV ′
exp
[
pi
(
α−12 (MZ)− α−13 (MZ)
)]
. (15)
Again, we consider the case MV ′ =MGUT , whereMGUT represents the scale where α2 and α3 unify. Note
that Eq. (15) is valid as long as MT ′ ≤MGUT . This immediately yields
MV ′ ≡MGUT ≥MZ exp
[pi
2
(
α−12 (MZ)− α−13 (MZ)
)]
, (16)
where we have used Mq˜ ≥MZ . Notice that the dependence on Mq˜ is extremely weak. The right-hand side
of Eq. (16) contains only the low-energy input which is well-known. Upon inserting the latest experimental
values we obtain the lower bound MV ′ ≥ 2.34 × 1016 GeV. This bound allows us to set a lower bound on
proton lifetime as we show later.
The available parameter space in the minimal flipped SU(5) for the exact unification of α2 and α3 in
the MV ′–MT ′ plane is shown in Fig. 4. The allowed region is bounded by the constraints MZ ≤ Mq˜ ≤
1012 GeV, and MT ′ ≤ MV ′ . The upper bound on Mq˜ is coming from the cosmological limit on the gluino
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FIG. 4: Viable parameter space (shaded region) of the minimal flipped SUSY SU(5) in the MV ′–MT ′ plane in the
DR scheme. Same input values as in Fig. 1.
lifetime [38]. Notice that as in the case of minimal SUSY SU(5) the unification of α2 and α3 could be at
the string scale.
Finally, let us incorporate the GUT scale unification of gaugino masses in the minimal flipped SU(5)
context. This time it implies M2/α2 = M3/α3 at any given scale up to small corrections. Simple exercise
yields
MGUT ≥M23/24Z M1/24q˜
(
MH˜
M3
)1/6 (M2
M3
)1/3
exp
[pi
2
(
α−12 (MZ)− α−13 (MZ)
)]
, (17)
whereMH˜ stands for the Higgsino masses. The dependence on the ratio of relevant gaugino masses is much
weaker than in the ordinary SU(5). And, unlike in ordinary SU(5), MT does depend on the absolute scales
of M2 and M3. The heavier M3 is the lighter MGUT becomes although this dependence is also very weak.
It is thus easy to see that possible gaugino unification has basically no impact on the MV ′ bound we quoted
earlier.
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A. d = 6 proton decay in flipped SUSY SU(5)
Let us now turn our attention to proton decay signatures. In Ref. [39] it has been shown the possibility
to make clean tests of minimal flippled SU(5) through the channel
Γ(p→ pi+ν¯) = k4 C2 , (18)
and the ratio between different channels with charged antileptons
Γ(p→ K0e+)
Γ(p→ pi0e+) =
Γ(p→ K0µ+)
Γ(p→ pi0µ+) = 2
C3
C2
∣∣V 12CKM ∣∣2∣∣V 11CKM ∣∣2
= 0.018, (19)
where k = g5/
√
2M−1V ′ , and
C2 = mpA
2
L |αH |2 (1 +D + F )2/8pif2pi ,
C3 =
(m2p −m2K)2
8pif2pim
3
p
A2L |αH |2
[
1 +
mp
mB
(D − F )
]2
. (20)
Recall that the Yukawa matrix for down quarks is symmetric in minimal flipped SU(5), and Γ(p →
K+ν¯) = Γ(n → K0ν¯) = 0. See reference [4] for details and the values of the different constants in
the equations above.
To set a bound on the partial proton lifetime we need the value of αGUT (= g25/(4pi)) that corresponds
to the minimal GUT scale. This can be obtained from Eq. (14):
α−1GUT = α
−1
2 (MZ)−
1
2pi
ln
MGUT
MZ
. (21)
Taking into account our lower bound on MGUT we obtain α−1GUT ≤ 24.24. Now, using αH = 0.015 GeV3
the lower bound on the partial proton lifetime is
τ(p→ pi+ν¯) ≥ 2.15× 1037 years . (22)
Using this lower bound we can obtain a lower bound on the partial proton lifetime for the channels with
charged antileptons [39]:
τ(p→ pi0e+(µ+)) > 2 τ(p→ pi+ν¯) . (23)
As in the previous section, we conclude that it will be very difficult to test the minimal flipped SU(5) at the
next generation of proton decay experiments by looking at the channel p → pi+ν¯ and using the ratio given
in Eq. (19). We recall that in the near future the lower bounds will be improved by two or three orders of
magnitude. If proton decay is found, in particular the channels above, and the lifetime is below this lower
bound then minimal flipped SUSY SU(5) will be highly disfavored.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the unification constraints in the minimal supersymmetric grand unified theories
based on SU(5). The most general constraints on the spectrum of minimal supersymmetric SU(5) and
flipped SU(5) have been shown. The upper bound on the mass of the colored Higgs mediating proton
decay has been discussed in detail. We studied the issue of proton decay in both GUT models, pointing
out lower bounds on the partial proton lifetime for the relevant channels in flipped SUSY SU(5). We
conclude that if proton decay is found in the next generation of experiments with a lifetime lower than
1037 years, then flipped SU(5) could be excluded as a realistic GUT candidate. In the case of the minimal
supersymmetric SU(5) we have shown that if we stick to the strongest bound on the colored triplet mass
coming from dimension five proton decay contributions there is no hope to test the model at future nucleon
decay experiments through the dimension six operators.
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